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1. Introduction

New high-mass states decaying into two photons are predicted in extensions of the Standard Model (SM). The diphoton final state provides a clean experimental signature with excellent invariant-mass resolution and moderate backgrounds. This Letter presents an update of the searches for new high-mass states decaying into two photons, using both 2015 and 2016 proton–proton (pp) collision datasets recorded at a centre-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV by the ATLAS detector at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC), corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 36.7 fb$^{-1}$. The analysis closely follows that described in Ref. [1], and includes small improvements in the photon reconstruction, selection and energy calibration. From the many extensions of the SM that predict new high-mass resonances decaying into two photons, the two benchmark signal models studied in Ref. [1] are considered: a spin-0 resonance ($X$) as predicted in theories with an extended Higgs sector [2–8], and the lightest Kaluza–Klein (KK) [9] spin-2 graviton excitation ($G^*$) of a Randall–Sundrum [10] model with one warped extra dimension, later referred to as RS1. The ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported a modest excess in the diphoton invariant-mass spectra with respect to the SM continuum background near a mass value of 750 GeV [1,11], using 3.2–3.3 fb$^{-1}$ of pp collision data recorded in 2015 at the LHC. The ATLAS result corresponds to a global significance of 2.1 standard deviations ($\sigma$). The CMS result corresponds to a global significance of 1.6 $\sigma$. No significant excess is observed by CMS in 12.9 fb$^{-1}$ of data collected in 2016 [12].

In addition to searching for a resonant signal, data are interpreted using the model proposed by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD) [13]. Motivated by the weakness of gravity, the ADD model predicts the existence of $n$ extra dimensions of space-time where only gravity can propagate. If the ultraviolet cutoff scale ($M_S$) of the Kaluza–Klein spectrum is lower than the Planck scale in the $(4+n)$-dimensional space-time, the extra dimensions may be detected via virtual KK graviton exchange before being observed via direct KK graviton emission. The strength of gravity in the presence of extra dimensions is typically parameterized by $\eta_G = F/M_S^2$, where $F$ is a dimensionless parameter of order unity reflecting the dependence of the virtual KK graviton exchange on the number of extra dimensions. Several theoretical formalisms exist in the literature [14–16]. While the definition of $\eta_G$ is consistent, each formalism uses a different convention for $F$, which consequently leads to a different definition of $M_S$. The KK graviton exchange creates a set of finely spaced resonances, which manifests itself as a non-resonant deviation from the expected SM background in the diphoton mass distribution due to limited experimental resolution. The effective diphoton cross section is the result of the SM and ADD amplitudes, as well as their interference. The interference term in the effective cross section is linear in $\eta_G$ and the pure KK graviton exchange term is quadratic in $\eta_G$. The interference effect is assumed to be constructive in formalisms considered in this Letter. Previous searches for an ADD graviton...
signal in the diphoton decay channel were carried out by the ATLAS \cite{17} and CMS \cite{18} experiments based on LHC Run 1 data. The substantial increase in the centre-of-mass energy in LHC Run 2 greatly enhances the sensitivity to the ADD scenario at higher mass scales \cite{19}.

2. ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector \cite{20,21} is a multi-purpose detector with a forward–backward symmetric cylindrical geometry.\footnote{The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = −ln(tan(θ/2)). The transverse energy is defined as ET = E sin(φ).} The systems most relevant for the presented searches are the inner detector (ID), immersed in a 2 T magnetic field produced by a thin superconducting solenoid, and the calorimeters. The ID consists of fine-granularity silicon pixel and microstrip detectors covering the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 complemented by a gas-filled straw-tube transition radiation tracker (TRT) at larger radii which covers the region |η| < 2.0 and provides electron identification capabilities. The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter is a lead/liquid-argon sampling calorimeter with accordion geometry. It is divided into a barrel section covering |η| < 1.475 and two end-cap sections covering 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. For |η| < 2.5, it is divided into three layers in depth, which are finely segmented in η and φ. A thin presampler layer, covering |η| < 1.8, is used to correct for fluctuations in upstream energy losses. Hadronic calorimeter in the region |η| < 1.7 uses steel absorbers and scintillator tiles as the active medium. Liquid-argon calorimetry with copper absorbers is used in the hadronic end-cap calorimeters, which cover the region 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. A forward calorimeter using copper and tungsten absorbers with liquid argon completes the calorimeter coverage up to |η| = 4.9. The muon spectrometer, located beyond the calorimeters, consists of three large air-core superconducting toroid systems with precision tracking chambers providing accurate muon tracking for |η| > 2.7 and fast detectors for triggering for |η| > 2.4.

Events are selected using a first-level trigger implemented in custom electronics, which reduces the event rate to a design value of at most 100 kHz using a subset of detector information \cite{22}. Software algorithms with access to the full detector information are then used in the high-level trigger to yield an average recorded event rate of about 1 kHz.

3. Data and simulated event samples

Data were collected in 2015 and 2016 using pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of √s = 13 TeV with a bunch spacing of 25 ns. The average number of pp interactions per bunch crossing is 13 in 2015 and 25 in 2016, with a peak instantaneous luminosity up to 1.4 × 10^{34} cm^{-2} s^{-1}. Events from pp collisions are recorded using a diphoton trigger with transverse energy (E_T) thresholds of 35 GeV and 25 GeV for the E_T–ordered leading and subleading photon candidates, respectively. In the high-level trigger, the shapes of the energy depositions in the EM calorimeter are required to match those expected for electromagnetic showers initiated by photons. The trigger has a signal efficiency close to 100% for events fulfilling the final event selection, with an uncertainty below 0.4%. After applying data-quality requirements, the data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb^{-1} for the 2015 data and 33.5 fb^{-1} for the 2016 data. The measurement of the integrated luminosity has an uncertainty of 2.1% for the 2015 data and 3.4% for the 2016 data. The uncertainties in the 2015 and 2016 integrated luminosities are derived following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. \cite{23}, from a calibration of the luminosity scale using a x−y beam-separation scan performed in August 2015, and a preliminary calibration using a scan performed in May 2016, respectively. The correlation between the two years’ luminosity uncertainties is taken into account.

Simulated Monte Carlo (MC) events are used for optimizing the search strategy \cite{23}, and for the signal and background modelling studies detailed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Interference effects between the resonant signal and the background processes are neglected.

The spin-0 signal MC samples were generated using the effective-field-theory approach implemented in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO \cite{24} version 2.3.3 at next-to-leading order (NLO) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). From the Higgs characterization framework \cite{25}, CP-even dimension-five operators coupling the new resonance to gluons and photons were included. Samples were generated with the NNPDF3.0 NLO parton distribution functions (PDFs) \cite{26}, using the A14 set of tuned parameters (tune) of PyTHIA 8.186 \cite{27,28} for the parton-shower and hadronization simulation. Simulated samples were produced for fixed values of the mass and width of the assumed resonance, spanning the range 200–2400 GeV for the mass, and the range from 4 MeV to 10% of the mass for the decay width. Choosing an improved signal model with an event generator different from the one used in Ref. \cite{1} provides a description of the signal which is less sensitive to modelling effects from the off-shell region. The impact of this change is only visible in scenarios with a large signal decay width, with mass values at the TeV scale.

Spin-2 signal samples for the RS1 model were generated using PyTHIA 8.186, with the NNPDF23LO PDF set \cite{29} and the A14 tune. Only the lightest KK graviton excitation was generated. Its mass m_{G^0} was varied in the range between 500 GeV and 5000 GeV. The dimensionless coupling k/M_{Pl}, where M_{Pl} = M_{Pl}/\sqrt{8\pi} is the reduced Planck scale and k the curvature scale of the extra dimension, is assumed to be in the range 0.01 to 0.3. For k/M_{Pl} < 0.3, the KK graviton is expected to be a fairly narrow resonance \cite{30}, with a width given by 1.44(k/M_{Pl})^2m_{G^0}.

The non-resonant KK graviton signal was simulated using the ADD model with the representation proposed by Giudice, Rattazzi and Wells (GRW) \cite{14}. The SHERPA event generator (version 2.1.1) was used to simulate both the SM and ADD processes at the same time, including their interference. The ultraviolet cutoff scale M_5 was varied between 3500 GeV and 6000 GeV in the simulation.

Events containing two prompt photons, representing an irreducible background to the search, were simulated using the SHERPA \cite{31} event generator, version 2.1.1. Matrix elements were calculated with up to two additional partons at leading order (LO) in QCD and merged with the SHERPA parton-shower simulation \cite{32} using the ME+PS@LO prescription \cite{33}. The gluon-induced box process was also included. The CT10 PDF set \cite{34} was used in conjunction with a dedicated parton-shower tune of SHERPA. Samples of the photon+jet reducible background component were also generated using SHERPA, version 2.1.1, with matrix elements calculated at LO with up to four additional partons.

The same PDF set, parton-shower tune and merging prescription as for the diphoton sample were used. To study the dependence of data composition results (Section 6) on the event generator, PyTHIA6 was also used to generate SM diphoton events based on the LO quark–antiquark t-channel diagram and the gluon-induced box process, and photon+jet events. The same PDF set and parton-shower tune as for the RS1 model signal samples were used.
The generated events were passed through a full detector simulation [35] based on GEANT4 [36]. Pile-up from additional pp collisions in the same or neighbouring bunch crossings was simulated by overlaying each MC event with a variable number of simulated inelastic pp collisions, generated using PYTHIA8 with the AZNLO tune [37]. The MC events were weighted to reproduce the distribution of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing observed in the data.

4. Event selection

The event selection criteria are the same as those described in Ref. [1]. Photons candidates are reconstructed from clusters of energy deposited in the EM calorimeter, and may have tracks and conversion vertices reconstructed in the ID. They are required to be in a fiducial region of the EM calorimeter defined by $|\eta| < 2.37$, not including the transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$ between the barrel and end-cap calorimeters. Compared to the processing used in Ref. [1], the reconstruction of converted photons from stand-alone TRT tracks was re-optimized to improve the efficiency and to cope with higher pile-up in the 2016 data-taking period. For an average number of interactions per bunch crossing close to 40, the re-optimized algorithm maintains the same reconstruction efficiency for genuine photon conversions, while the rate of unconverted photons reconstructed as converted is reduced from around 20% to around 5%. In addition, a small bias in the track parameters was corrected. These changes lead to small event-by-event differences between the two reconstructions in the classification of the photons as either converted or unconverted.

The two photon candidates with the highest transverse energies in each event, satisfying $E_T > 40$ GeV and $30$ GeV, are retained. The energy measurement is based on a multivariate regression algorithm [38] used to determine corrections to the energy of the clusters, developed and optimized on simulated events. The calibration of the energies deposited in each layer of the calorimeter, the overall energy scale and energy resolution are determined in situ. The regression algorithm was retrained to account for the small changes in the conversion reconstruction. For photons near the transition region between the barrel and end-cap calorimeters, the information from the scintillators located in front of the end-cap cryostat usually improves the energy resolution by a few percent compared to Ref. [1], although in a few rare cases a significant shift of the measured energy may occur. At $E_T$ values larger than $100$–$200$ GeV the energy resolution is dominated by the constant term of the calorimeter energy resolution, which varies from 0.9% to 2.0% in different $\eta$ regions. The uncertainty in the photon energy scale for $E_T > 100$ GeV is typically 0.5–1.5% depending on $\eta$. The uncertainty in the photon energy resolution is driven by the uncertainty in the constant term in the $E_T$ range relevant to this analysis. At $E_T = 300$ GeV, the relative uncertainty is 30–40% depending on $\eta$.

Photons are required to fulfill tight identification criteria [39] based on variables that measure the shape of the electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter ("shower shapes"), in particular in the finely segmented first layer. The efficiency of the photon identification increases with $E_T$ from 90% at 50 GeV to 95% at 200 GeV. The associated $\eta$-dependent uncertainties were measured in the whole dataset from 2015 and 2016 using the same methods as in Ref. [39]. They vary between 0.2% and 4% below 200 GeV, and between 1% and 4% above.

To further reject the background from jets misidentified as photons, the candidates are required to be isolated using both calorimeter and tracking detector information. The scalar sum of the $E_T$ of energy clusters within a cone of size $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2} = 0.4$ around the photon candidate, excluding the photon energy deposits and correcting for pile-up and underlying-event contributions [40–42], is required to be below $0.022 E_T + 2.45$ GeV, where $E_T$ is the transverse energy of the photon candidate. The sum of the transverse momentum ($p_T$) of tracks within $\Delta R = 0.2$ of the photon candidate, not including tracks associated with a photon conversion, is required to be below 0.05$E_T$. In order to minimize pile-up effects and to improve the separation between signal and background processes, tracks with $p_T < 1$ GeV are excluded from the sum. Tracks are also excluded if they have a large impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex identified by combining the photon direction measurements from the calorimeter with the tracking information from the ID as described in Ref. [1]. The efficiency of the combined isolation requirement for photons fulfilling the tight identification selection in signal MC samples is 88% to 97% in the $E_T$ range from 100 GeV to 500 GeV, with an uncertainty around 1%. Compared to Ref. [1], improvements in the selection of tracks associated with photon conversions lead to a few percent increase in the efficiency of the isolation requirement for genuinely converted photons.

Different kinematic selections [1] are applied in the searches for spin-0 and spin-2 signals to exploit the kinematic properties of the decay photons. In the selection used to search for a spin-0 resonance, the transverse energy is required to be $E_T > 0.4 m_{\gamma\gamma}$ for the leading photon and $E_T > 0.3 m_{\gamma\gamma}$ for the subleading photon, for a given value of the diphoton invariant mass $m_{\gamma\gamma}$. With these requirements, 84 189 (32 755) events are selected in the data with $m_{\gamma\gamma} > 150$ GeV (> 200 GeV). In the selection used to search for spin-2 resonant and non-resonant signals, the transverse energy of each photon is required to be $E_T > 55$ GeV. With these requirements, 57 785 diphoton events with $m_{\gamma\gamma} > 200$ GeV are selected in the data. The search for a non-resonant signal uses only events with $m_{\gamma\gamma} > 2240$ GeV, which is optimized for the expected limit on the ultraviolet cutoff scale $M_S$ in the ADD model using the signal and background samples described in Section 3.

The composition of the selected data sample is studied using three methods detailed in Ref. [1]. The 2×2D sideband method and the matrix method are based on sidebands constructed by inverting photon identification and isolation requirements. The results from these two methods are in good agreement as shown in Fig. 1. The selected samples consist mainly of events from diphoton production, with a purity estimated by the 2×2D sideband method to be (91±3)% for the spin-0 selection and (91±6)% for the spin-2 selection, increasing by a few percent with $m_{\gamma\gamma}$. Uncertainties in these purity estimates originate from the statistical uncertainty in the data sample, the definition of the control region failing the tight identification requirement, the event generator dependence (difference between SHERPA 2.2.1 and PYTHIA8), the modelling of the isolation and shower-shape distributions, and possible correlations between the isolation variables and the inverted identification criteria. The remaining background is mostly composed of photon-i-jet and dijet production, with one or two jets misidentified as photons. Backgrounds from other sources are negligible. The composition derived from the 2×2D sideband method is used to select the function to model the background in the spin-0 resonance search. In the background estimate used for the spin-2 resonance and non-resonant signal searches, the composition of the data sample is determined by a third method, which exploits the isolation profile of the two photons in the calorimeter, with consistent results obtained for the spin-2 selection as mentioned above.

5. Signal modelling

For both spin-0 and spin-2 resonance searches, parametric models of the diphoton invariant-mass distributions are used in
order to test for different resonance masses and widths or \( k/\mathcal{M}_\text{Pl} \). The distribution for a signal of given mass and width is obtained by convolving the detector resolution with the predicted mass line-shape distribution at the particle level. The detector resolution is modelled by a double-sided Crystal Ball (DSCB) function, composed of a Gaussian core with power-law tails [1]. The line-shape at the particle level for each signal model is taken to be the product of the analytic differential cross-section expression for particle production and decay to photons, and a parametrised form of the parton luminosity. The signal model is in good agreement with invariant-mass distributions from simulated signal samples introduced in Section 3 with correspondingly values of resonance mass and width \( (k/\mathcal{M}_\text{Pl}) \) for the spin-0 (spin-2) case. Potential differences in the tails between the signal model and the simulation are found to have negligible impact on the extracted signal yield. For width comparable to or below the detector resolution of 1% \( (k/\mathcal{M}_\text{Pl} \lesssim 0.08) \), the searches have limited sensitivity to the decay width.

In the spin-0 resonance search, a fiducial region at particle level that closely follows the selection criteria applied to the reconstructed data is defined for setting limits: \( |\eta| < 2.37 \) and \( E_T^\gamma > 0.4m_{\gamma\gamma} \) \((0.3m_{\gamma\gamma}) \) for the leading (subleading) photon. In addition, an isolation requirement of \( E^\text{iso}_{\gamma} < 0.05E_T + 6 \text{ GeV} \) is applied to reproduce the selection applied at the reconstruction level. The particle-level isolation is calculated using all particles with lifetime greater than 10 ps at the event-generator level in a cone of \( \Delta R = 0.4 \) around the photon direction. Compared to the fiducial region definition used in Ref. [1], the mass range requirement introduced to reduce the model-dependence from the off-shell region is removed since its impact is found to be negligible using the new MadGraph5_AMC@NLO signal model. The combined reconstruction and identification efficiency, defined as the ratio of the number of events fulfilling all the selections placed on reconstructed quantities to the number of events in the fiducial acceptance, varies from 64% at 200 GeV to 75% at 2700 GeV. It is evaluated with signal MC samples corresponding to the narrow-width approximation (NWA, \( \Gamma_X = 4 \) MeV), with a 2.8% uncertainty assigned to cover variations in the decay width (0–10%).

In the spin-2 resonance search, the results are evaluated assuming the acceptance as well as the reconstruction and identification efficiencies obtained by the MC simulation of KK graviton decays. The product of these two terms is evaluated as a function of the KK graviton mass \( m_{\text{Graviton}} \) using MC samples with \( k/\mathcal{M}_\text{Pl} \approx 0.2 \). It increases from 45% at 500 GeV to 65% at 5000 GeV, with a 2.9% uncertainty that results from varying \( k/\mathcal{M}_\text{Pl} \).

In the non-resonant signal search, the acceptance and reconstruction and identification efficiencies are evaluated for the excess yield in the presence of an ADD signal, which is defined as the difference between the sum of ADD and SM contributions (including their interference) and the SM contribution. The acceptance for the excess yields in the signal region increases from 58% at \( M_S = 3.5 \) TeV to 65% at \( M_S = 5 \) TeV. For larger values of \( M_S \), the acceptance decreases to about 58% at 8 TeV due to a larger contribution from the interference term, which has smaller acceptance. The combined reconstruction and identification efficiency for the excess yields at different \( M_S \) values is approximately constant at 77% within MC statistical uncertainties.

Uncertainties in the signal parameterization and in the acceptance and detector efficiency correction factors for the signal considered in each search are summarized in Table 1.

6. Background estimates

Two different methods [1] are used to estimate the SM background contributions to the \( m_{\gamma\gamma} \) distribution. The approach adopted in the spin-0 search, appropriate for a mass range with enough data close to the investigated resonance mass, is based on a fit using a smooth functional form, with parameter values determined simultaneously with the signal and background yields by the fit. The mass distribution is fitted in the range above 180 GeV (or 150 GeV when fitting 2015 data alone), and the search range for the signal is 200–2700 GeV. The procedure detailed in Ref. [43] is used to check that the functional form is flexible enough to accommodate different physics-motivated underlying background
distributions from MC simulations, within the uncertainties in the measured background composition and PDF set. The potential bias due to the choice of the functional form is estimated by the fitted signal yield (“spurious signal”) in these background distributions, and is considered as a systematic uncertainty. The spurious signal is required to be less than 30% of the statistical uncertainty in the fitted signal yield (from the background distributions) over most of the investigated mass range. Below 400 GeV, where the statistical uncertainty in the MC sample used to determine the spurious signal uncertainty is comparable to the maximum spurious signal allowed, the criterion is relaxed to 50%.

In the spin-2 resonance search and also in the non-resonant signal search, both of which target KK graviton signals at the TeV scale, the small number of data events at high \(m_{\gamma\gamma}\) values does not effectively constrain the invariant-mass distribution of the background. The shape of the distribution of the irreducible diphoton background is thus predicted using the DIPHOX [44] computation at NLO in QCD, which is found to be in good agreement with the predictions from SHERPA version 2.2.2 [45] using the same order in QCD. The background from photon+jet and dijet events is added using control samples from the data with the same method as discussed in Ref. [1]. An alternative method, based on the rate of jets misidentified as photons extracted from inclusive photon data and applied to similar control samples, gives compatible results. The different background components are combined according to the decomposition studies in data reported in Section 4 for the \(m_{\gamma\gamma}\) distribution of the total background. The normalization of the background is a free parameter in the maximum-likelihood fit to the data spectrum. Uncertainty in the total background’s shape results from uncertainties in both the shape and the relative normalization of each component [1], including the shape of the reducible background, the relative normalization of the reducible and irreducible backgrounds, the impact of the parton-level isolation requirement in DIPHOX, and the effect of the uncertainties in the scales and PDF set used in the DIPHOX computation. These uncertainties are taken to be correlated across the entire mass range. Statistical uncertainties in the simulated samples are also considered in each bin. The uncertainty from the parton-level isolation requirement in DIPHOX is constrained by the low-mass sideband of the data \(m_{\gamma\gamma}\) spectrum in the maximum-likelihood fit, and thus reduces to about 1% across most of the mass range.

In the non-resonant signal search, the SM yield and the associated uncertainties are computed directly as integrals of the above background estimates in the signal region \(m_{\gamma\gamma} > 2240\) GeV, before the likelihood maximization.

The systematic uncertainties in the description of the background shapes are summarized in Table 2.

### 7. Statistical procedure

In the spin-0 and spin-2 resonance searches, the numbers of signal and background events are estimated from maximum-likelihood fits of the signal-plus-background models to the corresponding \(m_{\gamma\gamma}\) distribution of the selected events. In the search for an ADD graviton signal, a counting experiment is performed in the region \(m_{\gamma\gamma} > 2240\) GeV with the excess and the SM yields extracted using the methods discussed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Systematic uncertainties summarized in Tables 1 and 2 are included in the fits via nuisance parameters constrained by Gaussian or log-normal penalty terms.

The \(p\)-value is determined from a profile-likelihood-ratio-test statistic [46] as detailed in Ref. [1]. For the resonance searches, the local \(p\)-value for compatibility with the background-only hypothesis when testing a given signal hypothesis \((p_S)\) is evaluated based on the asymptotic approximation [46], and expressed in standard deviations in the following. Global significance values are computed from background-only pseudo-experiments to account for the trial factors due to scanning both the signal mass and the width hypotheses. The expected and observed 95% confidence level (CL) exclusion limits on the cross section times branching ratio to

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty source</th>
<th>Spin-0 resonance %</th>
<th>Spin-2 resonance %</th>
<th>Spin-2 non-resonant %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal mass resolution</td>
<td>17–38</td>
<td>28–36</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal photon identification efficiency</td>
<td>1.3–3.0</td>
<td>2.6–3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal photon isolation efficiency</td>
<td>1.1–1.3</td>
<td>1.2–1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal width dependence</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger efficiency</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total uncertainty in signal yield</td>
<td>4.6–5.4</td>
<td>5.3–5.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty source</th>
<th>Spin-0 resonance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spurious signal [events]</td>
<td>Narrow width 74–0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% relative width 195–0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty source</th>
<th>Spin-2 resonance [%]</th>
<th>Spin-2 non-resonant [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scales and PDFs in DIPHOX computation</td>
<td>1–19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of the reducible background</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative normalization of reducible and irreducible backgrounds</td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parton-level isolation requirement in DIPHOX</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC statistical uncertainty</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two photons are computed using a modified frequentist approach \( Cl \) \cite{47} with the asymptotic approximation to the test-statistic distribution \cite{46} for all three searches. For resonance searches, cross-checks with sampling distributions generated using pseudo-experiments are performed for a few signal mass points across the searched mass range. Below \( 2500 \) GeV, the difference between the observed and expected limits is at the 0.01 fb level, which is well covered by the \( \pm 1 \sigma \) limit band. In the mass range above \( 2500 \) GeV covered by the spin-2 resonance search, the asymptotic approximation is no longer valid due to the small number of data events. The observed and expected limits in this region are hence determined with pseudo-experiments.

8. Results

Since the results of the 2015 data analysis were published in Ref. \cite{1}, photon reconstruction and energy calibration have been improved. The results for both the spin-0 and spin-2 resonance searches are updated as summarized below. In the light of the modest excess observed in the 2015 data alone, results are reported first considering the 2015 and 2016 data samples individually, before reporting the combined results.

- **Spin-0**: the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis in the 2015 dataset is \( 3.3 \sigma \) at a mass of \( 736 \) GeV with a relative width of 8%. The results obtained on the same dataset with the old reconstruction and calibration, published in Ref. \cite{1}, presented a deviation of \( 3.9 \sigma \) at \( 750 \) GeV with a relative width of 6%.

- **Spin-2**: the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis in the mass range \( 700–800 \) GeV in the 2015 dataset is \( 3.2 \sigma \) at a mass of \( 742 \) GeV with a \( k/\sqrt{M_{Pl}} \) value of 0.28. The results obtained on the same dataset with the old reconstruction and calibration, published in Ref. \cite{1}, presented a deviation of \( 3.8 \sigma \) at \( 750 \) GeV with a \( k/\sqrt{M_{Pl}} \) value of 0.23.

In the 2016 dataset, the observations are summarized as follows.

- **Spin-0**: the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis corresponds to a \( 2.0 \sigma \) narrow-width excess at \( 304 \) GeV. Within the mass interval \( 700–800 \) GeV, the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis corresponds to a \( 1.8 \sigma \) narrow-width excess at \( 780 \) GeV.

- **Spin-2**: the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis corresponds to a \( 2.8 \sigma \) excess at \( 698 \) GeV with a best-fit \( k/\sqrt{M_{Pl}} \) value of 0.05.

The results combining the 2015 and 2016 datasets are summarized below. A complete set of tables with the full limit results, including those from additional width and \( k/\sqrt{M_{Pl}} \) scenarios not covered in this Letter, are available at the Durham HepData repository.

- **Spin-0**: the diphoton invariant-mass distribution of the events passing the spin-0 selection is shown in Fig. 2(a). The compatibility of the data with the background-only hypothesis as a function of both the assumed mass and width values is shown in Fig. 3(a). The largest deviation from the background-only hypothesis is observed at a mass of \( 730 \) GeV for a narrow width, with a local \( p_0 \) of \( 2.6 \sigma \). The corresponding global significance is null, as the local deviation is less than the median largest deviation in background-only pseudo-experiments in the search region defined by \( 200–2700 \) GeV in resonance mass and \( 0–10\% \) in relative width. Fig. 4(a) shows the upper limits on the signal fiducial cross section times branching ratio to two photons for a narrow-width (4 MeV) spin-0 resonance as a function of its mass. The limit on the fiducial cross section times branching ratio ranges from \( 11.4 \) fb at \( 200 \) GeV to about \( 0.1 \) fb at \( 2700 \) GeV. The impact of the systematic uncertainties on the expected limit decreases with the resonance mass from 29% at \( 200 \) GeV to 5% at \( 700 \) GeV. Above \( 700 \) GeV, the impact is typically 2–3%.

- **Spin-2**: the invariant-mass distribution of the events passing the spin-2 selection is shown in Fig. 2(b). The local compatibility of the data with the background-only hypothesis as a function of both the resonance mass and \( k/\sqrt{M_{Pl}} \) values is shown in
Fig. 3. Compatibility, in terms of local $p_{0}$ quantified in standard deviations $\sigma$, with the background-only hypothesis (a) as a function of the assumed signal mass $m_{X}$ and relative width $\Gamma_{X}/m_{X}$ for the spin-0 resonance search and (b) as a function of the assumed signal mass $m_{c^{*}}$ and $k/M_{Pl}$ for the spin-2 resonance search. Only positive excesses are considered.

Fig. 4. (a) Upper limits on the fiducial cross section times branching ratio to two photons at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV of a narrow-width ($\Gamma_{X} = 4$ MeV) spin-0 resonance as a function of its mass $m_{X}$. (b) Upper limits on the production cross section times branching ratio to two photons at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV of the lightest KK graviton as a function of its mass $m_{c^{*}}$ for $k/M_{Pl} = 0.1$. For $m_{c^{*}} > 2500$ GeV, the observed and expected limits are determined with pseudo-experiments shown by the blue solid and dashed lines, respectively. Predictions are shown for the RS1 model, where the grey shaded band represents the PDF uncertainty. For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.

The largest deviation from the background-only hypothesis in the combined dataset is observed for a mass of 708 GeV, and $k/M_{Pl}$ of 0.30, corresponding to $3.0\sigma$ local $p_{0}$. The global significance, estimated from pseudo-experiments in the search region of 500–2700 GeV in mass and 0.01–0.3 in $k/M_{Pl}$, is $0.8\sigma$. Fig. 4(b) shows the limits on the KK graviton cross section times branching ratio to two photons as a function of the resonance mass with $k/M_{Pl} = 0.1$. The cross sections predicted by the benchmark model are computed at LO in QCD using PTHIA8, and are shown on the same figure. The uncertainty band on the predictions represents the PDF uncertainty estimated from the variations of the NNPDF23LO PDF set. The observed limits on the cross section times branching ratio range from 4.6 fb to about 0.1 fb for a KK graviton mass between 500 GeV and 5000 GeV. The RS1 model with $k/M_{Pl} = 0.1$ is excluded for $m_{c^{*}}$ below 4.1 TeV, based on the observed limit determined with pseudo-experiments. The impact of systematic uncertainties on the expected limit is below 5% over the entire mass range, and typically 2–3% below 2 TeV. The spin-2 spectrum shown in Fig. 2(b) is also interpreted in the context of the ADD model. A counting experiment is performed in the signal region $m_{\gamma\gamma} > 2240$ GeV. In this region, four events are observed in data for $4.3 \pm 1.0$ expected. The expected 95% CL upper limit on the number of excess events is 5.4, and the observed limit has the same value. The limit on the number of events can be translated into a lower limit on the ultraviolet cutoff scale $M_{5}$ in the ADD model for different theoretical formalisms as summarized in Table 3. Besides the GRW formalism used for the simulation, the Han–Lykken–Zhang (HLZ) [15] formalism and the Hewett [16] formalism with positive interference are also considered. A K-factor of about 1.4 was computed using ADD samples generated at LO and NLO using MadGraph5_AMC@NLO, and is included in the results to indicate the potential impact from the higher-order calculation. The uncertainty in the signal theory prediction typically varies the limit results by 8%.

9. Conclusion

Searches for new phenomena in high-mass diphoton final states with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC are presented. The proton–proton collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.7 fb$^{-1}$ were recorded in 2015 and 2016 at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV. Analyses optimized for the search
spin-0 resonances with masses above 200 GeV, for spin-2 resonances predicted by the Randall–Sundrum model with masses above 500 GeV, and for non-resonant Kaluza–Klein graviton signals in the Arkani-Hamed–Dimopoulos–Dvali scenario are performed.

The data are consistent with the Standard Model background expectation. At a mass around 750 GeV, where the largest deviation from the background hypothesis was previously observed, no excess is seen in the 2016 data. In the combined dataset, the largest local deviation from the background-only hypothesis for the spin-0 (spin-2) resonance search is 2.6σ (3.0σ) for a mass near 730 GeV and narrow width (mass near 708 GeV and \( k/M_{\text{Pl}} = 0.30 \)).

The global significance of this excess is null (0.8σ) for the spin-0 (spin-2) resonance search.

In the spin-0 resonance search, the observed 95% CL upper limits on the fiducial cross section times branching ratio for a narrow-width signal range from 11.4 fb at 200 GeV to about 0.1 fb at 2700 GeV. In the spin-2 resonance search, the observed limits on the cross section times branching ratio for \( k/M_{\text{Pl}} = 0.1 \) range from 4.6 fb to about 0.1 fb for a KK graviton mass between 500 GeV and 5000 GeV. The RS1 model with \( k/M_{\text{Pl}} = 0.1 \) is excluded below \( m_{\text{C*}} = 4.1 \) TeV. These results supersede those previously reported by ATLAS based on 2015 data.

In the ADD scenario, lower limits between 5.7 TeV and 8.6 TeV are set on the ultraviolet cutoff scale \( M_\Omega \), depending on the number of extra dimensions and the theoretical formalism used.
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